Representation of harmonic complex stimuli in the ventral cochlear nucleus of the chinchilla.
The representation of Schroeder-phase harmonic complex sounds in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) of the anesthetized chinchilla was studied. Stimuli consisted of a series of harmonically related sinusoids, multiples of a fundamental frequency (f0), summed in either negative (-SCHR) or positive (+SCHR) Schroeder phase. Psychoacoustic experiments performed in humans by other investigators have revealed that masking effects of -SCHR stimuli are larger than those found using +SCHR stimuli as maskers. In our laboratory, basilar membrane measurements at the base of the chinchilla cochlea show that responses to -SCHR stimuli are less "peaked," or modulated, than responses to +SCHR stimuli. We also found that suppression of a characteristic-frequency (CF) tone by -SCHR stimuli is larger than that evoked by +SCHR stimuli. Rate-intensity functions display higher firing rates in responses to -SCHR stimuli than in those produced by +SCHR stimuli. Firing rates evoked by either -SCHR or +SCHR stimuli saturate at lower values than those obtained in responses to CF tones. Rate and synchrony suppressions by -SCHR stimuli were larger than those evoked by +SCHR stimuli. Auditory nerve fiber responses to Schroeder complex stimuli share most of the properties of VCN responses, indicating little additional processing by the VCN.